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There is a new online philosophy, particularly among the

younger generation of global citizens. It is based on the premise

that humanity is in a critical need for positivity, knowledge sharing, 

creativity and solidarity. This philosophy calls for an Internet with 

a purpose and promotes using this unparalleled technology to 

connect for good. It is a new form of social networking whereby 

the youth are turning online ideas into concrete actions to further 

social progress and social good.
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Horyou is the social network for social good. Its Members, 
Organizations and Personalities take a humanistic approach to 
technology to promote social good through quality content and 
meaningful interaction. Horyou facilitates the transformation of ideas 
into concrete actions, while building constructive relationships between 
the online and offline worlds.

Organizations (Non-Profits, Charities, Foundations), Personalities and 
Members share everyday life experiences, knowledge, projects,
positive news, actions of solidarity and more. By gathering an 
internationally dedicated audience in a broad range of disciplines, 
Horyou aims to foster and support social good at all levels. 

At Horyou, users can gain visibility (by promoting their projects),
find support from the Horyou community, promote and participate in 
actions or simply discover a high-quality-content platform where
social good is at the service of all.

Horyou aims to create a balance between  the online and offline worlds 
where social interaction can facilitate the process of transforming ideas 
into concrete actions.

Our contribution to social networking is to offer a platform that can 
be used as a practical tool to discover, identify, showcase and create 
positive opportunities for social interaction, globally.

Horyou,
The Social Network for Social Good



Horyou,
The Company

Founders
Yonathan Parienti, CEO 

Yonathan Parienti is one of the founders and CEO of Horyou. 
Drawing on his strong knowledge of the international financial markets 
from years of work at major global banking groups (JPMorgan Chase, 
Bank of China, Julius Baer), he acted on his dream of making technology 
accessible to all by creating a social networking platform devoted 
to solidarity and social good. With the growing importance of social 
networks, he envisions a humanistic approach to technology in which 
people communicate to promote and advance ideas, projects and 
actions locally, nationally and globally. In addition, he is one of the 
founders of the Horyou Foundation, a philanthropic group that promotes 
active solidarity as a major factor of change for a more harmonious 
world. 
Léon Parienti, Chairman • David Parienti, COO • David Saada, IT Adviser

Team
50 members from 18 nationalities 

Offices
Geneva (HQ) - Paris - New York

Horyou is an international media company that showcases, promotes, 
supports and encourages the advancement of positive initiatives in 
social good worldwide. Horyou accomplishes this through its distinctive 
social networking philosophy that calls everyone, everywhere to 
Connect for Good on its Horyou.com platform. It also hosts exclusive 
annual events such as the Social Innovation and Global Ethics Forum 
(SIGEF) and Horyou Village, embracing arts, culture and diversity at the 
Cannes Film Festival. Horyou also features the Live & Dream program,
a blog, a web TV channel, Horyou Magazine and the Horyou Foundation.
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Exploring
Horyou Community

Types of Users
MEMBERS
Any individual can join for free.
Members are the driving force of the platform.

ORGANIZATIONS
NGOs, Charities or Foundations involved in
any field that contributes to social good.

PERSONALITIES
Respected in their field ofexpertise with proven
accomplishments in favor of social good.

FREE REGISTRATION UPON VALIDATION
(Organizations and Personalities)

Types of Content
NEWS
For users to share knowledge,
common interests, experiences and more.

ACTIONS
For users to communicate accomplished or
upcoming actions.

PROJECTS
For users to present their upcoming or ongoing
projects and updates.

Categories

• Academia & Youth Development

• Humanitarian & Environment

• Media & Entertainment

• Science & Technology

• Acting & Cinema

• Visual & Performing Arts

• Harmony & Well-Being

• Sport & Beyond the Limit

• Music & Composition

• Lifestyle

• Public Figures

• Horyou Personalities

Horyou users can explore a broad community  of socially involved 
people, browse and discover content that is meaningful, and share 
their actions and projects worldwide. Organizations, Personalities and 
Members can interact, promote and inspire.



Horyou worldwide
Diversity isn’t just a word.
It’s a reality.

Horyou’s Presence

Low High

1000
Organizations

250
Personalities

118
Nationalities

Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Angola, Australia, Austria, Argentina, Belgium, Bahamas, Belize, Benin, Bonaire, Brazil, Brunei 
Darussalam, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Canada, Cambodia, Cameroon, Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Chile, China, 
Colombia, Congo, Croatia, Cuba, Costa Rica, Curacao, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Djibouti, Democratic Republic of 
Congo, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Finland, France, Gabon, Germany, Ghana, Greece, Greenland, Guatemala, Guinea, 
Haiti, Honduras, Hong Kong, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Ivory Coast, Japan, Kenya, Kuwait, Laos, 
Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Luxembourg, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mali, Mauritania, Mexico, Moldova, Monaco, Morocco, Nepal, 
Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Netherlands, New Caledonia, New Zealand, North Korea, Norway, Panama, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, 
Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Romania, Russia, Rwanda, Saba, Sao Tome & Principe, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Serbia, 
Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, South Korea, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Taiwan, Tanzania, Thailand, Togo, Trinidad & Tobago, 
Tunisia, Turkey, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United States, Uruguay, Switzerland, Venezuela, Zimbabwe

LANGUAGES
English
French
Spanish
Portuguese
Arabic
Chinese (in development)
Japanese (in development)
Russian (in development) 
...



Horyou TV offers exclusive and original content – quality programming 
that aims to provide pioneering ways to broadcast, display and show 
human experiences from different angles. Horyou TV features special 
programming that is oriented toward creating an open dialogue with our 
audience about the causes, stories and interactions that make humanity 
a vast and rich world.

Horyou
Social Web TV

With a dedicated space on the Horyou platform, Social Web TV fosters 
interaction between Horyou users – Organizations, Personalities and 
Members – and beyond, giving them the opportunity to discover and 
become inspired by people committed to the promotion of social good.

The first series of short documentaries, featuring Organizations 
presently on the Horyou platform, is linked to the Organization’s Horyou 
profile page, increasing their global visibility.



Horyou’s
Mobile Application

Available to all members, the free iOS and Android app is a streamlined 
version of the Horyou online platform designed to increase its 
accessibility among users on the go.

The app provides users with a variety of features for sharing and 
connecting people for good anywhere, as well as promoting and rallying 
support for their causes.

CONNECT FOR GOOD
IN REAL TIME



The Horyou App enables you to:
• Access a wealth of positive daily user content
• Post your own content in the form of news and actions
• Experience how positivity is shaping the world
• Inspire others by sharing content, activities and ideas
• Follow users, organizations and personalities
• Keep track of all the members you follow in my sphere
• See social good in action via the horyou TV documentaries

A digital timeline of positive news and actions is the central feature 
of the Horyou app. As with the desktop platform, news can be anything 
from journalistic stories to ideas and life experiences. 
Users present their actions to raise awareness about their causes as 
well as draw support for them. In Horyou’s desktop and mobile versions, 
members can show support and make connections by adding Lights 
to any content or fellow users.



The Horyou Blog is an ideal space to promote Horyou users as well as 
their Social Good activities. The Horyou Blog’s premise is to showcase 
many inspiring projects, innovations and stories shared on the Horyou 
platform, through interviews, articles, video blogging and more.

Because the Horyou Team often participates in various Social Good 
events, the blog is the perfect place to keep users current on Horyou’s 
involvement with various activities.

Finally, the blog has a section where users can access Media information.
For more information, visit blog.horyou.com.

Horyou
Blog

https://blog.horyou.com


The Social Innovation and Global Ethics Forum

SIGEF is an annual international event that gathers non-profit 
organizations, renowned speakers, social entrepreneurs and the general 
public for three days of dialogue and interaction. It features plenary 
sessions, cultural events and networking opportunities, as well as NGO 
and project showcases. 

The second edition of SIGEF will take place on Oct. 23-25 at Bâtiment 
des Forces Motrices. SIGEF 2015 is an open invitation for reflection, 
conversations and action in favor of social innovation and social good. 
It will focus on proposing effective solutions to shape the better times
to come.

For information visit sigef2015.com

https://www.sigef2015.com


FESTIVAL

BRINGING
SOCIAL GOOD
TO THE CANNES

Horyou
Village

Horyou, the social network to connect for good, presented Horyou 
Village at the 2015 Cannes Film Festival. For 12 days, the values 
of social good were highlighted through the lenses of art, culture 
and diversity. This was a unique opportunity full of interaction 
with a global community of individuals, organizations and 
personalities making a difference through positive actions.



Horyou Village hosted an interview stage for local and international 
personalities where more than 70 interviews in six languages were 
conducted with key influencers, non-profit organizations and social 
good promoters.  A special screening room featured Horyou TV 
documentaries and other socially oriented movies. In addition, 
more than 30 non-profit organizations on the Horyou platform
were provided with dedicated spaces to showcase their work
and meet attendees.  

Horyou Village featured as a central initiative five Global Cause 
Days committed to sharing knowledge, raising awareness and 
promoting solidarity among those devoted to the featured causes: 
Nature and Wildlife, Women Empowerment, Education for All, 
Innovation for Good and All for Climate.

Music played a key role at Horyou Village, with concerts each night 
featuring different artists. To lend global exposure to this unique event, 
Horyou partnered with more than 50 international media outlets, 
including news organizations, television stations, bloggers 
and philanthropic institutions. 

By organizing this event, Horyou sought to transform online 
interaction into concrete actions in the offline world, fostering 
meaningful exchanges and ideas that engage people to promote 
social good at all levels, especially through the arts.



T: +41 223208913
A:  2 Rue de l’École de Chimie 1205 Genève
E: contact@horyoufoundation.org

The Horyou Foundation plans to fund hundreds of international 
organizations on the Horyou platform. It provides support primarily to 
groups involved in humanitarian efforts, aid to science, protection of the 
environment, promotion of education and support of the arts.

The Foundation’s goal is to embrace concrete actions and causes in 
harmony with the fields listed above anywhere in the world.
Its collected funds are redistributed directly or indirectly in the form 
of participation in, or contribution to, individual and group projects.
Additionally, it is planning scholarships and funding to scientists and 
inventors, as well as any endeavor dedicated to improving lives and 
living conditions.

Horyou
Foundation

The Horyou Foundation promotes
and advances causes for social good.

VILLA SAINT GEORGE
CHARITY GALA / MAI 2015

mailto:contact%40horyoufoundation.org?subject=


HELPING
GOOD 
HELPERS
horyoufoundation.org

https://www.horyoufoundation.org


nunnNUNNOVATION
TM

Horyou has been featured in global media outlets such as:

To access these outlets, click on the logos. For more articles, visit our 
blog: blog.horyou.com/press-coverage

Press
Coverage

http://v.ifeng.com/ent/movie/201505/01585727-28a7-4766-a9d5-c8eb3b0c6c07.shtml
http://www.abc.com.py/edicion-impresa/ciencia-y-tecnologia/red-social-para-ong-desembarca-en-paraguay-1309451.html
http://docsdf.org/suena-inspira-crea-docsdf-presente-en-horyou-village-festival-de-cannes-2015/?lang=en
http://www.nunnovation.com/2014/10/25/horyou-sucessfully-launches-the-social-innovation-global-ethics-forum/
https://blog.horyou.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/La-Nouvelle-Vision.pdf
http://ecopreneurist.com/2014/08/12/action-oriented-social-network-for-social-good-seeks-social-entrepreneurs/
http://www.bilan.ch/techno-plus-de-redaction/reseau-social-de-lhumanitaire-lance-un-forum-geneve
http://www.agefi.com/une/detail/archive/2014/july/artikel/horyou-projection-d%3C%3Chistoires-de-vie%3E%3E-a-geneve.html
https://blog.horyou.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/CBnews.pdf
https://blog.horyou.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/horyou_le_reseau.mp4
http://illusion.scene360.com/movies/80233/horyou-social-good/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/causeintegration/2015/08/17/social-innovation-goes-to-the-global-prom/
http://www.socialetic.com/nueva-red-social-horyou-preparate-a-sonar-inspirar-y-actuar-04608.html
http://www.hottopics.ht/stories/enterprise/can-this-social-network-for-good-change-social-networking/
http://www.huffingtonpost.fr/yonathan-parienti/le-reseau-social-connect-for-good_b_7970160.html
http://nov.vecer.com/clanek.aspx?id=201404176021187
http://www.institutofilantropia.org.br/secoes/rede-social/item/7757-horyou-village-da-boas-vindas-aos-parceiros-internacionais-culturais-e-de-midia-em-cannes
https://blog.horyou.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/Tribune-de-Gen%C3%A8ve.pdf
http://www.igihe.com/ikoranabuhanga/internet/article/horyou-urubuga-ruhuza-abagamije
http://www.ghi.ch/vous-nous/geneva-happy-info/un-reseau-social-ethique
http://www.cameroonweb.com/CameroonHomePage/diaspora/artikel.php?ID=315080
https://blog.horyou.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/LeTemps.jpg
https://blog.horyou.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/LeTemps.jpg
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/ryan-scott/social-innovation-goes-to_b_8131634.html
http://www.techcentral.ie/windows-catch/
https://blog.horyou.com/press-coverage


For further press inquires, contact us at press@horyou.com

Geneva Switzerland
 
Rue de l’Ecole-de-Chimie 2 / CH-1205 Genève
+41 22 321 98 20

New York United States

745 Fifth Avenue, Suite 500 / New York, NY 10151
+ 1 646 898 2076

Contact Us 
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